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The journey to the
Autonomous Pharmacy

In the Autonomous Pharmacy, every dose of
medication is a node within a greater network
of information. Each node carries valuable data
about your patients, inventory, and more to help
you make informed, intelligent decisions.

Omnicell gives you the visibility and
comprehensive data analytics you need to gain a
clearer understanding of pharmacy optimization
opportunities. With performance insights,
workflow tools, and expert guidance you can
better predict, prioritize, and take immediate
action wherever change is needed most.

Omnicell Essentials

Visibility
It starts with visibility. Omnicell Essentials
provides dashboards that shine a light on the
health of your pharmacy and the medication it
contains, bringing utilization and performance
metrics directly into focus.
These intelligence tools to enhance visibility
are available with Omnicell® XT Automated
Dispensing Cabinets.

Inventory

Diversion

Improve your view of pharmacy inventory to
assess how much you need of each medication,
what is at risk of expiring, and opportunities for
minimizing spend.

Get a view across all OmniCenter® devices
into indicators of diversion, including
unresolved discrepancies.

   Inventory View
   WAC Pricing
   Medication Expiration

Omnicell One

Turn insight
into outcomes
Convert data visibility into insight and action
through our elevated intelligence solution,
Omnicell One™. Insights are coupled with
workflow tools to make optimization easy.
Included with Omnicell One is access to
Performance Center™, our team of data
scientists and clinical strategists who collaborate
with you to develop ongoing optimization plans
and performance improvement strategies.

Omnicell One provides one place to discover
and act on optimization opportunities,
starting with inventory and diversion.

Inventory Optimization

Advanced Diversion Monitoring

Getting the right medication, in the right location,
for the right patient has never been easier.

Omnicell One incorporates Kit Check’s Bluesight™
for Controlled Substances—the leading advanced
drug diversion solution that provides real-time
visibility to identify potential risks.

   Inventory Optimization
    Centralized Services Insights and Workflow
   Expiration Management
   Strategic Buys
   Progress Scorecards
   Optimization Workflow Tools

   Streamlined Monitoring
   Closed-loop Workflows
   Enterprise-wide Interoperability
    AI-based Advanced Analytics

Omnicell One

Committed to
your success
We work closely and continuously with you to
define goals, establish a plan to achieve them,
and measure your results.

Define
Your Goals

Set Your
Strategy

Monitor and
Advise

Measure
Your Progress

Armed with predictive intelligence,
unmatched visibility, and expert
optimization services, our clients are
transforming their health systems
We provide tailored partnership and
support to a diverse set of customers.
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